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 Routine work orders completion rate: 86.9%

February 

Work Order Completion Statistics 
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WKU canceled classes and closed campus between February 15th - 19th for a winter weather event.
Kentucky rarely gets snow accumulation like this, but when it does the WKU hill turns into the
perfect place for sledding. Students took to the snow with yard signs, plastic lids, kayaks and other
make shift sleds to make the most of the time off. The grounds crew worked to remove snow from
walkways, but the rest of campus maintained a blanket of snow.  

SNOW DAY!
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In February, Facilities Management reconciled the COVID-19 supply inventory. Inventory has been
regularly tracked through  Maintenance Connection, but it had been 6 months since inventory was
transitioned into the system.  All COVID-19 inventory items were re-counted and adjusted in
Maintenance Connection.

COVID-19 Response
Reconciling COVID Inventory 

The dry wipe replacement roll count increased due to a previous error overlooking unboxed
replacement wipes in the stock room. 
A pallet of 16oz hand sanitizer was shifted to the Service and Supply Building. 
 Roughly 3,500 disposable masks were  added to the inventory by  consolidating WKU 
 inventory and Facilities Management inventory. 

Notable Adjustments 



February is typically the coldest month of the year in South Central Kentucky. That trend maintained
this year as the arctic air traveled to our area causing temperatures to drop for most of the month.

3.) Landscape bed clean up continues around campus. 
 Crews are going through each bed to remove debris,
leaves, and excess mulch, as well as thin out unwanted
shrubs.  After this is completed, the mulching crew will
add fresh mulch to the area.

 

Campus Services

1.) For the past three years, WKU was home to a piece of
artwork entitled “Hairbow” by sculptor Patrick
Daughtery. In early February, heavy winds caused a
section of the sculptor to fall over.  It was determined
that the remaining sections need to be removed as well.  
The area was graded and seeded to return the land back
to it's previous state. 
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2.) Several areas around campus received new sod
during the month. February is one of the best times of
the year to lay sod due to the cool temperatures.  Cool
weather keeps the sod from drying out and provides
the sod a longer time to root.

4.) Fresh mulch is currently being added to multiple
beds around campus. Minton Hall, one of the residence
halls on campus, was one of the area to receive mulch.



5.) On February 11, 2021, an ice event swept through the
area. WKU recieved a total of 0.15"  ice accumulation.
This was fortunate since forecast models were
predicting closer to 0.75” of ice.  The crew arrived
around 2 AM to begin to prep campus for safe travel for
faculty, staff, and students.

 

Three separate winter weather events swept across campus during the month of February.

Campus Services
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7.) Another round of weather arrived Sunday evening 2/14/21. A mixture of ice, sleet, rain, and snow was dispersed on
Warren County.  The weather started on Sunday, had a break Tuesday, and a second round came through the area on
Wednesday.  Campus Services began rotating 12 hour shifts starting at 10pm on Sunday, February 14th.  This pattern
continued until Thursday morning.

6.) Ice melt and a potassium acetate liquid were applied
to surfaces to melt the ice and help prevent areas from
re-freezing throughout the day.



 

Campus Services
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8.) Campus Services utilized all snow removal equipment in its inventory.  Staff utilized vehicles outfitted
with plows and spreaders, John Deere Gators with plows and spreaders, a Bobcat with snow box, and even 
 backpack blowers to help blow snow off sidewalks.  In total, the campus received approximately 7” of a
mixed precipitation (snow/sleet/ice) from Sunday, February 14th – Thursday, February 18th.



 

Campus Services
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10.) To finish out February, WKU campus received
approx. 6.05” of rain in a 36 hour period. This
caused flooding multiple areas around campus
and in the local community. Campus Services
crews worked to keep storm drains cleared from
debris and stop water from infiltrating campus
infrastructure.

9.) Crews worked through the weekend to continue to open safe pathways to buildings for all our faculty,
staff, and students on campus. Ice removal at Gary Ransdell Hall required  crews to plow the area, manually
break up ice, plow the area again and apply salt to the walkway.

BeforeBeforeBefore AfterAfterAfter



Plant Operations  

February PMs reflect that HVAC is not
completing them on time. The reason for
this is the limited number of filters available
right now. This shortage is caused by an
increase in usage around the world due to
COVID-19. We normally order our filters a
month in advance, but starting in January
we noticed our deliveries were being
delayed. Plant Operations has taken steps to
pull our ordering process way forward. May
filters have already been ordered in
anticipation of delays.
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Budget for Operations
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Plant Operations' spending  reflects a 1 month delay due to ordering procedures. Department costs for
2021 are slightly over what they were last year. Regardless, Plant Operations is projecting expenses will 
 stay within budget for this year. As the campus returns to full capacity in the fall, we expect expenses  to
return to typical levels.

Winter weather and COVID-19 supply chain issues impacted Plant Operations in February. 



Plant Operations  

Special Highlight
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WKU's chiller cleaning efforts are on track to be completed by the end of March. The forecast shows the temperatures
rising as expected for this time of year. In early spring, WKU's campus is only able to heat the buildings  - not cool
them. It is challenging to maintain campus comfort at this time with night temperatures in the 30's and daytime 
 temperatures in the 60's. It takes roughly a week to transfer the campus from heating to cooling or cooling to heating.
In February, WKU begins to watch the forecast for consistent lows in the 40s and highs in the 70s to determine a time
to switch operations. Back when these buildings were built, this was the standard practice.

As previously reported, many of our buildings have the ability to heat or cool but not both during the same day or even
the same week. We use hot or cold water to send to the air handling units in the buildings. This graphic below shows
the air handler has just one coil (attached to the HTG/Clg valve). 

The system that is used to transfer the water to these coils is made in a single location for the buildings (shown
above). In the bottom left of the graphic, you can see the location used to generate steam to heat water. Once
generated, steam  is sent into a heat exchanger to heat the water. That water then travels through pumps to the
building on the top left of the graphic. When cooling is needed, WKU will switch to the upper right side of the
graphic where a chiller is present to cool the water. The chilled water uses the same piping in the top left to send
cool water out. For this reason, WKU cannot heat and cool at the same time. We cannot heat some parts of the
building and cool others because we only have one water source and piping system.



There are few things we can do in the system to assist in this transition. One tactic is warming the buildings
overnight. Since we cannot use water to cool the building, we can bring in more outside air to cool the building. This
strategy works well when the temperature is still in the 50s and low 60s, but once it reaches over about 65 degrees
our ability to cool is very limited. 

This procedure is much easier in newer buildings. Customer feedback indicated a need for the ability to change 
 easily between heating and cooling operations. These buildings were constructed with two coils; one for heating
and one for cooling. This allows these buildings to transition between heating and cooling anytime, and, if needed,
can heat one part of a building and cool another part of the building. Below is a graphic of a heating and cooling (4
pipe hot supply and return and a cold supply and return) air handler. In the graphic below you can see red and blue
coils. These are for heating (red) and cooling (cooling).

Plant Operations  

Budget for Operations
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Thankfully this transition time only lasts a few weeks. Campus members can choose weather appropriate,
layered clothing  to remain comfortable in the assorted buildings on campus. 



Plant Operations  

February 14th-20th was the coldest week WKU has had in the last few years. The expenses associated with
increased demand for heat will be reflected in March's expenses due to the billing timeline. The freezing
temperatures across the nation caused natural gas usage to spike. Some natural gas wells also froze preventing
production during the winter weather. These two factors caused a system shortage.  

WKU has two natural gas suppliers. BGMU is the gas supplier for campus buildings that use gas for heating or, in
most cases, for emergency generators. Our second supplier is Symmetry Energy which provides gas at whole-sale.
They buy the gas at the well heads and then sell it to large users. In WKU's case, that is the Steam Plant. Symmetry
Energy is also BGMU's gas supplier. Buying gas from the suppler results in a large reduction in price - roughly 66%.
WKU has additional expenses associated with transporting the gas through the pipes. These utilities are well
regulated to protect the system infrastructure, which consists of pipes for gas and wires for electric. The customers
are protected second and there is very little protection for the producers. For the most part, they are like other
business. This fuel applies for both Natural Gas and Electricity in and around Bowling Green. For electricity, the
main producer in our area is the Tennessee Valley Authority, but there are many others that sell into the national
connection of wires known as the “grid”. The grid then sells power to many smaller local utilities such as BGMU.
BGMU owns the wires locally that deliver power to WKU as well as all businesses and homes in the area. There is
also a national grid of pipes for gas that all customers and many producers sell into that system. This month, both
the gas grid and the electrical grid had shortages. When that happens supply and demand forces take over and the
current prices (spot prices) go up. Under normal conditions the prices remain relative stable.  

Natural gas is used to supply 30% of all electricity nationally. In Kentucky natural gas-fired generation is only about
10% and coal is still by far our biggest fuel for the production of electricity. KY is in the top 5 states relying on coal-
fired generation, but the system is slowly converting to natural gas. Once WKU has its natural gas usage bill, we
can fully analyze the impact winter weather had on the utilities pricing. 

Utilities Budget  
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Maintenance 
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Maintenance 
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Maintenance 
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Completed all PMs in area 1 for the month of February.
Assisted BGMU Electrical division on power outage at Nashville Road old car wash
building.
Unstopped sewer main on the 1st floor/ women’s restroom Academic Complex.
Repaired Emergency Eye Wash station in the basement pool mechanical room at
Preston Health Center.
Cleaned the fins on all 3 large unit heaters at Academic Complex, recording
storage area.
Assisted BGMU Sewer division on the outside sewer main at Jones Jaggers.
Replaced coupler on building heat/hot water pump #15 at South Campus. 
Area Team 1 had building coverage, 6 of 7 working days during winter storm.
Assisted with Fire Damper issue at Gary Ransdell Hall.                                                                          

Test more back-flow preventers within area.
Remove both building heat pumps and accessories for pump at Tate Page Hall
and store at Nashville Road Storage Building.
Repair leak on 2 ½” domestic water line at Academic Complex/1st floor. 
Assist with demo of Tate Page Hall (locating utilities).

Area Team ONE:
Completed Projects: 

Pending Projects:   

People Issues: 1 FTE Short due to hiring freeze.

Scoped drain in basement mechanical room at Grise Hall (ongoing project).
Installed new heater in dugout at NDF.
Provided support for four women’s basketball games and four men’s basketball
games.
Annual concrete inspection at Smith Stadium. Compiled list to review for possible
projects.
Remodel at Annex #1 and #2 (ongoing project)

Finish out college basketball season with games on 3/5 and 3/6.
High school basketball games scheduled for later in March.

Area Team TWO:
Completed Projects: 

Pending Projects:

People Issues: 1 FTE pending retirement (Nathan Brindley)

CENTRAL SHOPS:
People Issues: 2 WKU FTE Short due to hiring freeze, 2 WKU Student positions short
and 1 FTE short due to COVID.  



Maintenance 
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FAC - Rooms 371-397 replaced all light switch covers and outlet covers to complete
this project.
Cherry Hall - Contractors replaced two building hot water pumps.
FAC - Replaced ceiling tile in several offices for the renovation project.
FAC - Finished up PMs.
Gatton - Room 137 - repaired leak coming from shower drain above.
Gatton - Room 436 - unclogged shower drain.
VMH - Air handler #5 was sweating around supply pipe, and leaking down to the
first-floor corridor. HVAC insulated the pipe.
Farm - Greenhouse gas heater was repaired. 

FAC - Continue working on lighting project
Working on PMs for this month 
Cravens - Waiting on circulating pump for AH#2 to come in.
FAC - Waiting on exhaust fan #12 motor to come in.
Gatton - Waiting on bearings for exhaust fan #2
FAC - Air handler #2 keeps tripping out. HVAC shop is ordering a new motor and
bearings.
Farm - Greenhouse waiting on motor for louvers to come in.
Working on several leaks from the previous storm we had last week.

Replaced mixing valve for eyewash stations on 3rd floor of EBS
Inspected University properties after snow and rain events in February
Tore apart and cleaned backflow preventer at IEB 
Replaced faulty pressure switch in lab air compressor at EST
Replaced several bulbs and ballasts in Tower Food Court C-Store

Continue relabeling breaker panels at KTH
Rewire lighting circuit in EBS 3131 to get rid of Payne Sparkman

Area Team THREE: 
Completed Projects:

Pending Projects:

People Issues: 3 FTE short due to hiring freeze, 1 FTE short due to military leave and
there will be one additional FTE short in June due to retirement (Richard Stewart)

Area Team FOUR:
Completed Projects: 

Pending Projects:   

People Issues: 1 FTE short due to hiring freeze and we will be one additional FTE short
in June due to pending retirement (Mark Wardlow) 



SLF Board Meeting:
Briefing to provide facilities updates and status of long-range maintenance
planning functions.

Maintenance Actions:
Poland Hall:  Hydronic Loop Repairs  

A rebuild / repair of #2 system pump.  
PFT:  Hydronic Loop Repairs

Replacement of #1 system pump.•
NE Hall:  Hydronic Loop Repairs

Rebuild / repair of #2 system pump.
Severe Weather / Ice Storm Response

Facilities / resident support functions maintained during campus
closures.

ESA Crew:
Severe Weather / Ice Storm Response

Maintained crew presence to support common-area cleaning in all Halls
during campus closures.
All Halls:  cleaning / room setup of vacated spaces.
Daily cleaning  

Routine cleaning / Hi-touch Surface disinfection procedures across all
halls
Crew Training:  Refresher and newly-hired personnel.

Housing and Resident Life  
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The summer project list is being submitted for approval.
Managers met with supervisors and team leads to go over expectations and their
shift reports (Throughout their shift, they should have interacted with someone in
their buildings if they are rounding). 
Completed cleaning our equipment. Crews are still working on taking inventory of
our equipment and classifying working status.
Implemented vehicle log book and it’s working out     

Had a meeting with Charley Pride at DSU, they were very pleased with our ESA
keeping DSU clean and safe during the snow.
Meet with Nick down at Smith stadium they two was pleased that we were able to
maintain their stadium do to the team using it daily.
SMS is a work in process
Time clock project: The location in Van Meter, where the building coordinator would
like the clock to be located, does not provide adequate social distancing.  

Looking to fill the equipment repair position this week with an in-house candidate
John Maples. 
Eric Hodges, would be a good candidate for floor tech lead.

Completed Projects: 

Customer focus:  

Driving performance:

Environmental Services 
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Heavy rain on 2/28/2021 resulted in flooding on the Cherry Hall ground floor.
ESA crews were dispatched to remove water.  

 



Safety training conducted throughout the month of February focused Bloodborne Pathogens, Emergency Action
Plan, and Driver’s Training.

 
Supervisors focused on customer service with training on the topic of “Telling”. Supervisors discussed with the

importance of keeping the customer in the know. 
 

Job specific training methods of the week covered dust mopping, hard surface damp wiping, office cleaning, and
vacuuming. Supervisors trained their employees on these topics to enhance their skills on job specific tasks.

 
The following was the training for the month of February.

In February, Facilities Management's Safety Training
occurred fully online to uphold social distancing
guidelines.

Employees visited the 'Training and Professional' section
of the Facilities Management Departmental Website.
From there, they clicked on a link to the monthly safety
training presentation. At the end of the presentation,
employees completed a digital 'Learning Check' quiz to
confirm understanding. With this new platform,
management is better able to track training completion
and safety understanding among employees.

Safety and Training
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There were 2 safety incidents in February. Both were trip and fall incidents. 



A Job Well Done
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DFM employees exceeded expectations in February by responding to the unique needs of WKU's campus!
Multiple campus employees expressed their appreciation for the work of Facilities Management
employees. 



Guided by our shared value, each one of us is fully empowered to consistently
exceed the expectations of the university to insure a safe, clean and

stimulating learning, working and living environment for all involved.  To this
end, we will provide the most efficient and effective routine and preventative

maintenance services needed to support the strategic goals of Western
Kentucky University.

Workplace Culture

Our Mission

Monthly Safety training is completed.

Safety Committee meeting held

Safety continues to be at the forefront in our operations. 

Safety Inspections completed each month by DFM managers.

Safety is #1!
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